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ABSTRACT
Optical interferometry makes it possible to measure acoustic fields, by exploiting the acoustooptic interaction, without using microphones or other electroacoustic transducers. Scanning
interferometers can sample a sound field with high spatial resolution in an automated way.
Therefore, optical interferometry is particularly suitable for measuring sound fields over space
at mid and high frequencies, where sampling requirements make the use of microphones
demanding and costly. However, optical methods are sensitive to vibrations of the equipment
that biases the measurements, especially at low frequencies. In this study we propose a joint
sensing approach that combines data acquired with conventional microphones as well as
with an optical interferometer. The robustness and qualitative accuracy at low frequencies
is improved due to the microphone data, whereas the sound field at higher frequencies is
successfully captured over space with the scanning interferometer. In an experimental study,
a three dimensional acoustic field is sampled combining the two sensing methods. The results
show that the frequency range in which the reconstruction is correct is extended using the joint
microphone-interferometer measurements.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The spatial properties of acoustic fields are typically captured using microphone arrays or networks
of sensors [1–3]. In recent decades an alternative sensing principle has been explored, which makes
use of the acousto-optic interaction to acquire acoustic data over space. The acousto-optic interaction
describes the perturbations on the propagation of light induced by pressure waves. Acousto-optic
sensing methods can sample pressure fields by measuring the acoustically induced perturbations on
laser beams emitted by an optical interferometer [4–13]. Recently, an acousto-optic approach has
been presented that enables to measure arbitrary sound fields volumetrically, based on a set of nonuniform beam projections [14, 15].
Scanning interferometers can accurately direct a sensing laser beam in multiple directions with a
very fine resolution using a set of moving mirrors, which enables to scan pressure fields over space in
an automated way. The high spatial resolution achieved by scanning interferometers makes acoustooptic sensing especially suitable to capture volumetric sound fields at mid and high frequencies, where
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the use of microphone arrays would be intractable. However, the acousto-optic interaction is a fairly
weak phenomenon, and its measurement using interferometers is sensitive to self-noise and vibration
of the equipment, which are particularly problematic at low frequencies [15, 16].
In this study we present a fused sensing methodology to combine acoustic information from data
acquired via different sensing paradigms. We examine the combination of pressure measurements
(acquired with a conventional pressure microphone) and optical measurements (obtained with an
optical interferometer). The pressure measurements are used to sample the sound field at low
frequencies, and to increase the robustness and quantitative accuracy of the reconstruction. This
is particularly valuable when the optical measurements are corrupted by low frequency noise and
other sources of error. The high spatial resolution achieved by the optical interferometer enables
to capture the volumetric sound field at higher frequencies. In addition to pressure and optical
measurements, the proposed fused sensing formulation makes it possible to include other sources
of acoustic information, e.g. particle velocity measurements, in the reconstruction problem. In an
experimental study we sample and reconstruct the sound field inside the volume of a room using the
proposed fused sensing approach. The results show that the combination of sensing principles can
extend considerably the operational frequency range, in comparison to the case where pressure and
optical measurements are used independently.
2.

THEORY
A plane wave expansion of the sound field p(r), where r = (x, y, z), corresponds to
p(r) =

N
X

Xn e jkn ·r ,

(1)

n=1

where Xnp is the complex coefficient and kn is the wavenumber vector associated with the nth plane
wave in the expansion. The operator (·) indicates the dot product k · r = k x x + ky y + kz z. If pressure
measurements are acquired with a microphone at M locations, Eq. 1 can be written algebraically as
bp = Hpx + ep,

(2)

where b p ∈ C M×1 is a vector containing the pressure measurements p(rm ). The sensing matrix H p ∈
C M×N contains the exponential terms e jkn ·rm , and x ∈ CN×1 is the vector of complex coefficients Xn .
The vector e p ∈ C M×1 accounts for the noise present in the measurements, here assumed independent
and with identical normal distribution with zero-mean [17]. An estimate of the plane wave complex
coefficients can be obtained by solving
n
o
(3)
x̂ p = arg min ||(H p x − b p )||22 + λ||x||22
where λ is the regularization parameter. The solution of the minimization problem of Eq. (3)
corresponds to a conventional regularized pseudo-inversion [18].
A plane wave expansion based on optical interferometer measurements can be performed in a
similar manner [14, 15],
Z
N
1 ∂n X v
jω
Xn
e jkn ·r ds,
(4)
v(s) ≈
n0 ∂p
S
n=1
where s is an integration variable along the path followed by the sensing laser beam sent by the
∂n
interferometer, ∂p
is the piezo-optic coefficient of the medium [4, 9], and n0 is the speed of light
in the unperturbed medium. Measurements with a number L of sensing laser beams lead to the
corresponding system of equations
bv = Hv x + ev
(5)

where the L interferometer measurements are stacked in bv ∈ CL×1 , the elements of the sensing matrix
Hv ∈ CL×N are
Z
1 ∂n
Hv (kn , sl ) =
jω e jkn ·r dsl ,
n0 ∂p
and the vector ev ∈ CL×1 contains the noise.
In addition to the sound pressure measurements and the laser projections, the particle velocity
of the sound field can also be incorporated into the problem. This particle velocity can be either
measured with a velocity sensor [19], or prescribed at given points of the domain, for example on
the boundary of a rigid surface [20]. The plane wave expansion based on particle velocity is written
algebraically as
bu = Hu x + eu ,
(6)
where bu ∈ CK×1 is the vector containing the K particle velocity measurements. The sensing matrix
1
∇n e jkn ·r , where n is the direction of the measured particle velocity vector.
Hu ∈ CK×N has elements jωρ
The vector eu ∈ CK×1 contains the noise.
These three sensing principles (pressure, optical and particle velocity measurements) can be
combined in one single system
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and W p ∈ C M×M , Wv ∈ CL×L , and Wu ∈ CK×K are scaling matrices. It is necessary to apply a scaling
when combining acoustic data from different sensing principles since their energy might differ by
several orders of magnitude (e.g. the ratio between the amplitudes of bv and b p is typically of the order
of 10−7 , and the ratio between bu and b p is of the order 10−3 ). The scaling improves the conditioning
of the problem and avoids an excessive weight of one of the measurements systems [21]. In this study
M
−1 L
−1 K
M
L K
we choose W p = ||b p ||−1
2 I , Wv = ||bv ||2 I , and Wu = ρc||b p ||2 I , where I , I , I are the M × M,
L × L, and K × K identity matrices, ρ is the air density air and c is the sound speed. The plane wave
coefficients estimated from the combination of measurements is
n
o

x̂c = arg min ||Wc Hc x − bc ||22 + λ||x||22
(8)

T

T
where Hc = H p Hv Hu and bc = b p bv bu . Once the plane wave coefficient are estimated, the
pressure at any position rr in the measured domain can be computed by multiplying x̂c with the
corresponding reconstruction matrix Hr , with elements e jkn ·rr .
Equation 8 implicitly assumes that the scaled error terms W p e p , Wv ev , and Wu eu are uncorrelated
and have covariance matrix σ2 I(M+L+K) . If an estimate of the covariance matrices of the different
sensing systems is available, an alternative scaling that accounts for the different noise levels of the
sensing principles can be done [18].
3.

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

The proposed fused sensing method is tested in an experimental study. The sound field
inside an empty room was sampled using pressure measurements with a microphone, and optical
measurements acquired with a scanning interferometer (see the setup in Figs. 1a and 1b). The room,
with dimensions 3.173 × 4.276 × 3.249 m, has concrete walls, floor and ceiling. For this experiment

(a) Figure 1a: Sketch of the experimental setup. Black
(b) Figure 1b: Photograph of the experimental setup.
cube: loudspeaker. Gray cube: laser vibrometer.
Red dots: position of pressure measurements. Yellow:
surface at which the normal component of the particle
velocity is prescribed to be zero.

two of the walls and the floor were covered with acoustically absorptive material (gray areas in Fig.
1a). The reverberation time of the room is between 0.7 and 1.4 s in the octave bands between 125
and 2000 Hz. A Dynaudio BM6 loudspeaker was placed in one of the room corners (see black
cube in Fig. 1a), and the room frequency responses were measured using pseudo-random noise. A
total of L = 841 optical measurements were automatically acquired using a scanning Laser Doppler
Vibrometer (LDV) (its position indicated by the gray box in Fig. 1a). The scanning sequence of 841
points took approximately 12 hours to complete and it was performed in an automated way without
any intervention. Scanning LDVs are compact interferometers normally used to measure vibration
velocity. In this study, however, the laser beams (red lines in Fig. 1a) were directed towards one of the
rigid walls in order to measure the acousto-optic effect in the medium, and not the surface vibration
of an object. The vibration velocity of the LDV unit was monitored using a charge accelerometer,
which showed that the optical measurements were corrupted by vibration noise below approx. 1 kHz.
A high-pass filter with the cut-off at 1 kHz was therefore applied to the LDV output, and the scaling
matrix Wv in Eq. (7) was set to 0 for frequencies below 1 kHz. A total of 160 pressure measurements
were acquired with a 1/2 inch measurement microphone. The positions of the microphone were
chosen within and around the volume covered by the optical scan. A number M = 50 of the 160
pressure measurements (see red dots in Fig. 1a) were randomly chosen for the estimation of the
wave coefficients (these pressure measurements correspond to b p in Eqs. (2) and (7)). The other
110 measurements (not shown in Fig. 1a) were used as a reference to asses the validity of the
reconstruction. Additionally, particle velocity information was included by prescribing it at given
points in the domain. The surface scanned by the LDV ∂Ω is assumed to be rigid, and therefore the
vector component of the acoustic particle velocity normal to this surface is zero (bu (n∂Ω , r∂Ω ) = 0,
where n∂Ω ⊥ ∂Ω and rδΩ ∈ ∂Ω). [20] In this experiment we prescribe the component of the particle
velocity normal to the yellow surface in Fig. 1a to be zero.
Figure 2 shows the pressure level at a single position between 50 and 2000 Hz. The solid black
curve corresponds to the pressure measured with a microphone, which constitutes the reference. The
dotted red curve corresponds to the reconstructed pressure using exclusively the M = 50 pressure
measurements (red dots in Fig. 1a), i.e. this reconstruction is the solution to Eqs. (2) and (3). The
dashed blue curve indicates the reconstructed pressure using exclusively the optical measurements
(red lines in Fig. 1a), i.e. this reconstruction corresponds to the solution of Eq. (5). The solid

Figure 2: Sound pressure level across frequency at position (0.148, 1.471, 1.132) m. Solid black:
reference pressure measured with a microphone. Dotted red: reconstructed pressure by the pressure
measurements exclusively. Dashed blue: reconstructed pressure by the optical measurements
exclusively. Solid gray: reconstructed pressure by the proposed fused sensing approach (combines
pressure, optical and particle velocity information).
gray curve shows the reconstructed pressure achieved when combining pressure, optical and particle
velocity measurements (red dots, red lines and yellow surface in Fig. 1a), i.e. this reconstruction
is the solution of the fused sensing approach of Eqs. (7) and (8). At low frequencies, below 400
Hz, the proposed fused sensing approach (solid gray line in Fig. 2) achieves an almost perfect
reconstruction. At this frequencies the sound field is rather uniform over space, and a small number
of pressure measurements combined with the particle velocity information normal to the scanned
surface suffices to capture the its spatial features. The reconstruction using exclusively pressure
measurements (dotted red curve in Fig. 2) is also successful in this frequency range. Between 400 and
800 Hz, the fused sensors are able to accurately recover the sound field, with some deviations around
800 Hz when compared with the reference pressure measurement (solid black curve in Fig. 2). In
this frequency range the proposed approach outperforms the pressure-based reconstruction, especially
between 400 and 450 and between 650 and 700 Hz. Below 1 kHz the fused sensing only includes the
pressure measurements and particle velocity prescription, since the optical data is discarded due to
vibration noise. Between 800 and 1100 Hz, the reconstruction is more challenging, and the estimated
pressure at the tested reconstruction point fails for the three sensing methods (pressure, optical and
the combination). As the wavelength shortens, more acoustic data is required to sample the sound
field over space. From 1.1 to 1.8 kHz, the reconstruction achieved by the proposed fused sensing is
correct, although some of the modes are shifted towards lower frequencies (see differences between
solid gray and black curves in Fig. 2 at 1.5, 1.65 and 1.75 kHz). The fine spatial sampling resolution
achieved by the scanning LDV enables to capture the complex spatial features of the sound field in
this frequency range (see dashed blue curve in Fig. 2 above 1 kHz). On the other hand, the pressurebased reconstruction fails as the sampling (with M = 50 pressure measurements) is not dense enough.
Above 1.8 kHz the reconstructed pressure degrades for all three sensing methods.
In order to asses the quality of the reconstruction over space (and not only on a single location),
the modal assurance criterion (MAC) was calculated. The MAC is a measure of the spatial similarity
between the reference sound field (measured at 110 positions distributed within and around the
scanned volume) and the reconstruction. The MAC is defined as MAC = |pr p̂r |2 (prH pr )−1 (p̂rH p̂r )−1 ,
where pr ∈ CR×1 is the reference sound field (R = 110), p̂r ∈ CR×1 is the reconstructed pressure,
and (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose. A MAC of 1 indicates perfect spatial similarity between
reference and reconstruction. Figure 3 shows the MAC for the three sensing methods (pressure,
optical and fused sensing) across frequency. The proposed fused sensing achieves a MAC close
to 1 for frequencies below 600 Hz (see solid gray line in Fig. 3), indicating an almost prefect

Figure 3: Modal assurance criterion (MAC) across frequency, indicating the spatial similarity
between 110 reference pressure measurements and the reconstructed pressure. Dotted red:
reconstruction by the pressure measurements exclusively. Dashed blue: reconstruction by the
optical measurements exclusively. Solid gray: reconstruction pressure by the proposed fused sensing
approach (combines pressure, optical and particle velocity information).
spatial reconstruction. The MAC using only pressure measurements is also high (dotted red line in
Fig. 3), while the reconstruction using only the optical measurements fails in this frequency range
(dashed blue line in Fig. 3) due to vibration noise. From 600 to 1000 Hz the MAC decreases with
frequency for both the fused sensors and the pressure measurements. As the frequency increases
the spatial features of the sound field become more complex, with rapid changes of level over
space, making the reconstruction more challenging. Nonetheless, the spatial similarity achieved
by the fused approach outperforms that of the pressure-based reconstruction. Above 1 kHz the
combined measurements archive a MAC of around 0.4, indicating a more accurate reconstruction
than using pressure measurements exclusively, and slightly worst reconstruction than using optical
measurements exclusively. A spatial reconstruction closer to that of the optical measurements could
be obtained by the fused sensing approach by increasing the scaling of the optical measurements in
Eq. (7).
4.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study we proposed a fused sensing methodology that enables to combine acoustic
information acquired by different sensing principles. The proposed framework is used to sample a
sound field over space by fusing pressure, optical and velocity measurements. The results indicate
improvements in accuracy and an extension of the frequency range in which the reconstruction is
correct for the fused approach. This shows the potential of combining acoustic data from different
sensing methods to overcome limitations of each specific method and achieve higher accuracy than
if the methods were used independently. The methodology presented is also of relevance in other
problems were fused sensing data is obtained from different sensors or acquisition systems. The
possibility to incorporate prescribed values on the field quantities (in the present study the particle
velocity at rigid boundaries) is also significant.
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